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Graduating
students
talk the walk
Seniors weigh
cost, travel time
against walking
at graduation
By Katie Dunn

contributing writer
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

As commencement day
approaches with its promise of black polyester robes,
mortarboards and a sense of
closure, graduating students
reflect on their decision to
walk or not.
Students consider several factors like how much
money it will cost, how to
get their family to the event,
how the experience will feel
and whether or not they can
stand the crowds.
In 2010, 53 percent of eligible undergraduates went to
graduation. In 2011, it was 50
percent and in 2012, 47 percent showed up.
For computer information
systems major Phillip Chen,
the cost is too high.
“It’s not the price of actually going there, because it's
free, but all the extra stuff
you do with it,” Chen said.
“Because if I did it, from a
parent’s standpoint, they
would want extra stuff.”
Chen has family living in
Seattle, California and China,
who would want to attend.
To have his grandparents fly
in from China to sit in the sun
for a couple of hours waiting
to watch him spend a minute
on stage is enough of a reason
for him to avoid the event.
“It’s going to be a bunch
of strangers staring at other
strangers just sitting on the
field,” Chen said.
The difficulties that
come with getting family
together was also one of the
reasons Nicole Livingston,
journalism major, decided
not to walk.
“Most of my family is
pretty spread out,” Livingston said. “They live in Minnesota and a lot of them live
in Oregon. They’ve got weddings they have to go to, it’s
a lot of travel and a lot of
them are older.”
Just because Chen and
Livingston are not going to
commencement does not
mean they are skipping out
on celebrating.
Both Chen and Livingston
said they might do something with their family.
Chen considered having dinner with his and Livingston
said she may visit with her
immediate family.
Kelsey Cinkovich, social work major, found that
graduation costs were less
than she was expecting.
What caught her attention
most, though, was the fact
that she had to pay $40.61
for
her
undergraduate
graduation application fee.
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Upcoming
Research Symposium
The EWU Student Research
Symposium will continue
through May 14, with various
topics being presented around
campus.

Performers and members of the audience dance to a traditional Mexican song during the Cinco de Mayo celebration in the campus mall.

Cinco de Mayo

Photo by Sam Sargeant

Students and community
members gathered in
the campus mall for celebration

By Rebekah Frank

staff writer
reininchic10@gmail.com

On May 7 EWU students,
faculty and community members gathered around the campus mall dancing,
Diversity
singing and enjoyWeek
ing the celebration
preview
of Cinco de Mayo
Page 4
as they shared
snow cones and listened to the
live Mariachi band.
Eastern students, visiting high school students
and community members
were enjoying the festivities and educational booths
set up, such as the study
abroad booth.
“We wanted to expose
visiting high school students as well as the campus community to Mexican
culture, games and treats,”
said EWU counselor for the
Chicano education program
Jennifer Núñez.
EWU senior Kendra Ansotigue, who is an intern

with the office of global initiatives, was manning the
study abroad booth. Ansotigue said there are three
different ways students can
study abroad.
The first is through direct enrollment which is
applying directly to a university in another country.
The second is through a
third party, where the third
party will set up housing,
food, classes and other
needs for the student. The
last one is faculty led in
the summer and one in the
winter.
Ansotigue said that
through the faculty-led
option a student can go to
Spain, France, Cuba or India. However, the other
programs allow students to
go other places around the
world.
“We pretty much go
anywhere,” said Ansotigue.

Demonstrators wore traditional dress during the celebration.

Photo by Sam Sargeant

Share your
favorite pictures
from Cinco de
Mayo on our
Facebook page:
facebook.com/
TheEasterner
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A mariachi band performed for Cinco de Mayo.
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EWU sophomore earns All-Big Sky second team
First time since 2009,
EWU golfer represents the
university on a Big Sky
All-Conference team
By Elohino Theodore

staff writer
theodoreelohino@gmail.com

This season, sophomore Marissa
Borja earned second team All-Big
Sky honors for the first time in her
collegiate career.
“It feels great, I’ve been working
really hard all year,” Borja said. “In
the fall I shot my career low of 69, it
felt really good. In the spring, I won

my first tournament.”
In the second round of the Cowgirl Desert Classic in October, Borja
shot a career-low of 69, and she finished in third place
at the classic in Palm
Desert, California.
Borja won her
first career tournament at the Southern Utah in March.
She shot a 145 (7273) for a total of two
Borja
rounds. Borja was
ahead of 71 golfers at
this tournament.
Borja also competed at the Big Sky
Championship in Chandler, Arizona.
She tied for 27th while scoring 237 for

three rounds. Borja scored 78 in the
first round, 77 in the second round and
82 in the third round. Eastern finished
in seventh place.
Borja described that during her
season, she had to overcome adversity a few times. “I would say I
had some hiccups here and there,”
Borja said. “I had a couple rounds
where I felt like I was off.”
“I think everyone goes through
that point where they’ve been playing
so well and they kind of go through
obstacles throughout their performance,” Borja said. “So that’s what
happened to me throughout the season, but I know that now I’m mentally
stronger and my game has definitely
improved.”

Global Studies lecture

Tango Fusion concert

Dance workshop

A Global Studies lecture
will occur from noon to
1:30 p.m. on May 15 in the
Hargreaves Hall Reading
Room. The topic will be
“The National Parks: An
International Perspective.”
Lunch will be provided at the
event.

The Tango Fusion concert
will beheld in the Showalter
Auditorium on May 16,
featuring EWU faculty and the
EWU concert jazz orchestra. The
concert runs from 7:30-8:30 p.m.

On May 17, Kode Red, EWU’s
hip-hop dance team, will be
conducting a dance workshop
from 6-9 p.m. in the PUB MPR.
Admission is $3 and dances will
be provided at easy, medium and
hard experience levels. The event
will also include a freestyle battle.

Borja elaborated on how this
honor gives her a new perspective.
“It’s kind of like a confidence booster for next year,” Borja said. She also
explained where this All-Big Sky
second team honor ranks among her
past achievements. “It’s definitely
up there,” Borja said.
“I feel like this year has definitely been the highlight of my
whole golf career. Collegiate golf
is on another level, and so not
many people can say that they
won a collegiate tournament.”
Borja has been playing golf for
15 years; she started when she was
5 years old.
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Director dedicates
work efforts toward
the community
By Wilson Criscione

integrate community efforts into
the learning process, planning
and executing ongoing service
projects and finding ways the
Molly Ayers has set a new university can partner with
standard for community engagement local programs to serve the
at EWU, and she is just getting started. community better.
Ayers was hired as director of
Before coming to EWU, she quescommunity engagement in October tioned whether students would be
2012, a position that did not pre- excited about new opportunities to
viously exist at the university. A serve the community. She found that
year and a half later, she has been they not only met her expectations,
awarded the Community Leader but repeatedly exceeded them.
Award from the Washington AsOver 7,000 students participated
sociation of School Administra- in the week-long Days of Kindness
tors and the Cheney
event, where students
School District.
were asked to do one
With Ayers leadkind act in rememing the way, the ofbrance of the shootfice of community enings at Sandy Hook
“If you set those
gagement has given expectations really high, Elementary School in
hundreds of students
Connectiand then we achieve Newtown,
volunteer opportucut. Ayers thought her
those, it’s just all the initial goal of 5,000
nities and she has
better.”
helped the university
kind acts in one week
broaden its impact on
was too high, but the
Molly Ayers
the Spokane-Cheney
students’ high level
community.
of involvement in“I think Eastern
spired her.
has been engaged [in
“If you set those
the community], but
expectations
really
to have an office that’s
high, and then we
just dedicated to that work, it really achieve those, it’s just all the better,”
helps focus our efforts, coordinate Ayers said. “Maybe we need to set
them and I think we’re able to do it higher.”
even better work,” Ayers said.
Gabby Ryan works under
Ayers came to EWU from Gon- Ayers and is Eastern’s Eagle
zaga University where she was as- Volunteer Program coordinator.
sistant director of the center for com- Just like Ayers was after finishing
munity action and service learning.
her
undergraduate
degree,
Her approach to Eastern’s Ryan is an AmeriCorps Vista
wider impact on the community member. When coming from the
involves working with faculty to University of South Florida with
staff writer
wilsoncriscione@gmail.com

Photo by Sam Sargeant
Gabby Ryan (left) and Molly Ayers (right) assisted in increasing the number of students getting involved in the community.

a population four times the size
of Eastern’s, she was nervous
about the student involvement in
the community.
“I don’t think the university realized how much an office of community engagement was needed, and
now we’re seeing this overwhelmingly positive response,” Ryan said.
“It’s been really awesome to see
how the students are responding.”
Ryan manages a team of 11
student leaders, five of whom
bring students to local elementary, middle and high schools
to mentor at-risk youth. Three
leaders work with Feed Cheney,
which is a monthly grocery distribution where anybody can get

fresh produce. The final three
leaders organize larger service
projects such as Harvest Fest,
Greek Week or Days of Kindness.
Ryan said Ayers is her supervisor,
mentor and friend. She hopes to one
day be in Ayers’ position.
“I absolutely adore her. She’s
great, and she really loves students, and she really, really cares
about this university and creating a culture of service here,”
Ryan said.
While Ayers wants students to
serve the community at Eastern,
she also hopes they understand
the deeper meaning of service
and carry that spirit with them
after graduation.

“I want students not just to do
service but to think about the implications of the service,” Ayers said. “It
should be a lifelong call to be engaged
and involved in your community.”
After accomplishing so much
in her short period of time at
Eastern, Ayers believes the university could be a leader in community engagement in both the
region and state in years to come.
She is working with Eastern’s
faculty to offer a certificate in
community engagement so students are rewarded academically
for their service efforts.
“That’s part of being an Eagle,
is being involved and making a
difference,” Ayers said.

Will you
see the new
‘Star Wars’
movie?
Tweet us
@EasternerOnline
Illustration by Elsa Schmitz

‘Star Wars’ announcement raises concern
By Chris Mudd

staff writer
chrismudd@eagles.ewu.edu

Casting is complete and
production has nearly begun
for the newest episode of one
of the highest grossing film
franchises of all time. “Star
Wars: Episode 7” is the first
of three new “Star Wars”
films being produced.
Since its original release
in 1977, the franchise has
earned an estimated $27
billion, according to combined box office, DVD and
toy sales, as well as video
games and books.
With the director behind
the latest two “Star Trek”
films J.J. Abrams at the helm,
the profits do not look like
they will be slowing down
anytime soon.
While “Star Wars” set
numerous box office records

and changed the film industry with its integration of
computer technology and
special effects, it has also influenced millions of people
since the original release.
“I was 9 when the first
film came out in 1977, and
it literally changed my life,”
Kevin Decker, EWU dean of
the college of arts, letters and
education said.
“I was swept away
with the epic scope of the
adventure depicted in the
original films, and I think
that fueled my imagination
in ways that I still benefit
from today in my teaching
and writing,” Decker said.
“When I run into someone
who doesn’t like sci-fi, for
example, I feel pity for them
because I think they’re missing out on something important about what it means
to be human.”

When the first episode of
the prequel trilogy was released in 1999, a whole new
generation was welcomed
into the “Star Wars” fan base.
While the prequel films’ quality has been in question ever
since, the financial success of
the movies is undeniable as
“Star Wars: Episode 1: The
Phantom Menace” brought
in an estimated $9.24 million.
The threat of more
bad “Star Wars” movies
has some fans on edge. “I
didn’t like the prequels very
much,” said EWU junior
Jonathan Gunderson. “So,
at first, I was really worried,
but if they do it right, it could
be really amazing.”
Decker has worries of
his own. “I am worried
that what little remains
of my childhood idealism
about ‘Star Wars’ will be
shattered when I see the

paunchy, greying versions
of Han Solo, Leia Organa
and Luke Skywalker. But I
didn’t have a problem with
paunchy, greying Indiana
Jones in the last film —
getting older myself, I
identified with him.”
Earlier in May, the crew
behind “Star Wars” released
a statement which nullified
all the extended universe
novels and stories which
took place after the destruction of the Death Star and
the demise of the Emperor.
With these developments, and production
nearly underway, the future of “Star Wars” is difficult to predict. With the
worries established by
the prequel trilogy, fans
of the franchise await the
newest installment with a
cautious, albeit hopeful,
optimism.

Come enjoy a

cold beer
and other drink
specials during

Happy Hour
from 2-4pm out
on our deck overlooking the lake !

Give us a call at 509.235.6600 today!
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Memorabilia decorated tables during the third annual Veteran’s Resource Fair on May 8.

Veteran’s Resource Fair provides opportunities, networkBy Aaron Bocook

staff writer
aaron.bocook13@gmail.com

Local organizations reached
out to student veterans on
May 8 at EWU’s third annual
Veteran’s Resource Fair.
Dave Millet, the director of
EWU’s Veterans
Resource Center, said the
event is a good opportunity
for regional and community
organizations to come together at Eastern to support
the students, faculty, staff
and Cheney community veterans with any questions or
needs they may have.
“We have close to 600 student veterans on campus,”
Millet said. “It’s a great opportunity to network and
learn about veteran support
systems that they may not
know about.”
The event included table-top presentations from
the representatives of organizations such as the Washington State Department
of Veterans Affairs, the
American Red Cross, Work-

Source, Spokane Neighborhood Action Programs and
Goodwill Industries.
The fair was organized
by Louis Conti, a Marine
Corps veteran who graduated from EWU in 2013,
who is now working at
Eastern through the AmeriCorps VetCorps program,
which started in 2009.
“I help veterans transition over from military to
school,” Conti said. “Sometimes when you’re transitioning from [the] military,
where you go from living
in barracks where you
have your housing and
food and everything taken
care of, switching over to
school, sometimes, you
fall through the cracks.”
Conti said his military
experience provided the
financial support he needed to obtain his bachelor’s
degree, and plans to apply to Eastern’s master’s
program in mental health
counseling after he completes his remaining year
of VetCorps.

“[Conti] is great,” Millet
said. “He is on an AmeriCorps
grant. They are required to do
a service project every quarter, so this is his big project
this quarter. It’s always a challenge to do these things, but
we’ve had a great turnout.”
Both Millet and Conti
said their primary goal is to
make sure the student-veteran population has access
to all of the resources and
help available to them.
“A lot of times, veterans
don’t want to say that they
need help with something,”
Conti said. “We can point them
in the right direction.”
According to Millet, student veterans are just like all
other students on campus.
“They’re here to do well,
and they’re here to graduate,”
Millet said. “But they bring
some other dynamics to the
campus through their life experiences, and I think our general student population can
learn from our veterans. Just
sit down and have a nice conversation and learn from their
experiences.”

The Veteran’s Resource Fair had presentations on various organizations.

Photo by Aaron Bocook

First phase of Fifty-Acre Park to be completed by 2015
By Wilson Criscione

staff writer
wilsoncriscione@gmail.com

The piles of dirt across
from the Eagle Point apart-

ment complex will transform
into green baseball fields and
smooth pavement in little over
a year.
Todd Ableman, Cheney’s
public works director, said
phase one of what is unofficially called the Fifty-Acre
Park, should be completed
by June 2015.
In this first phase of completion, the city is concentrating on irrigation and drainage
before they put in grass and
set up two baseball fields. By
spring of 2015, they will add
restrooms and a parking lot.
Along with the basketball
court already in place, this
phase will cover 13 acres of the

2

PAPA
JOES

planned 50 acres for the park.
Ableman said the city purchased the 50 acres in the early
2000s with the idea to build
a regional park, but the state
funding for the project had
been limited.
“We really just rely on
grant money to help us out,”
Ableman said.
State grants come from
the Washington’s Recreation
and Conservation Office.
Ableman said a few years ago
they were awarded a grant
for the first phase of the park,
which allowed them to begin
bringing utilities and water
infrastructure to the site.

Park-Page 9

$4

ADD ANY SIZE DRINK $1
exp. May 31, 2014 . Limit one per coupon.
Valid only at our 3 locations: Cheney, Airway Heights and Spokane Valley (11222 E Sprague Ave.)

Did you know we have Gift Cards?
SPEND $20 ON A
GIFT CARD AND GET

$5 FREE !
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Dual-degree international student achieves goals
By Rebekah Frank

staff writer
reininchic10@gmail.com

Finishing one degree at
the International University of Japan and one at Eastern, EWU senior Atsuka
Wakasugi is excited to be
graduating in fall 2014 with
a dual degree.
She is attending EWU for
a degree in communications,
but is also enrolled at the International University of Japan for a degree in English
literature and culture.
She is considering going
to graduate school and
then going to teach at the
University in Japan. She says
if she did teach, she would
encourage her students to
try the international student
program because it was
during her time in school
that Wakasugi decided to
come to the U.S. for school.
“My teacher pushed me.
I was thinking to do just exchange program. At first I
wanted to do study abroad
for a long time, so I thought

it’s good chance but I didn’t
want to be away from home
for a long time, but my
teachers pushed me to do
it,” Wakasugi said.
Wakasugi said she got
tired of school life in Japan
and was part of the reason
she moved to the U.S. because
it would be a good change for
her. Although she was still
scared to leave home, especially to another country, she
feels like she has made the
right decision. She also said it
was a little easier to adjust because she knew some English.
“When I was in Japan, I
was taking classes in English. I’ve already done two
years in Japan and this is
my second year at Eastern,”
Wakasugi said.
Growing up in the countryside of Japan with her sister and parents, Wakasugi
said they were a very close
family. Although her parents
do not speak English, they
enjoyed traveling with Wakasugi and her sister to places
such as Guam, the U.S., Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Italy

and France. Wakasugi has
also traveled other places
by herself.
“They have taken me and
my sister many places when
we were small. That was big
impact for me and my sister
and maybe that’s why I am
here. I liked living in countryside, and maybe because
of that experience it wasn’t
hard to get used to living in
Cheney,” Wakasugi said.
The Cheney area felt natural to her after growing up in
the countryside. Wakasugi
said she likes the summer in
Cheney better than in Japan
because it is not as humid.
However, not all of her transitions were so easy.
“It is sometimes hard
but not that hard, I miss
my family. … We often talk
on Skype, my family is really close together so at first
it was really hard to stay
away for me. But thanks
to technology, I am good,”
Wakasugi said.
Wakasugi’s host father
Kevin Gnos-Kuban believes
that she is capable of doing

Photo courtesy of Atsuka Wakasugi
Senior Atsuka Wakasugi (far right) felt at home in Cheney during her two years at Eastern.
anything she sets her mind
to and does so with grace
and elegance.
“We’ve never seen this girl
stumble over any obstacle she
is faced with. She has been
the liaison, alpha female, yet
humble and gracious person

to all people and situations,”
said Gnos-Kuban.
Wakasugi said she also
likes the classes at EWU.
The school system is different in Japan, because, for
the most part, the classes
are all lecture-based.

“Most of the classes in Japan are lecture, so only teachers speak and students just
listen to them, but here we
sometimes have time to discussion or get involved.

Student-page 9

Diversity Week sets stage
for uncomfortable topics
Third annual event asks attendees
to reflect on their own prejudices
By Alla Drokina

contributing writer
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

Graphic by Vania Tauvela

Most people tend to run
from what makes them
uncomfortable, and this
year’s Diversity Week is
about facing a certain kind
of discomfort.
This is the third year
EWU will host Diversity
Week. Diversity Week,
May 20-22, welcomes students, faculty and staff to
expose themselves to other
cultures, experiences and
people. It is a way to learn
about what they might not
yet know.
Gloria Ochoa, director of
local government and multicultural affairs for the city of
Spokane and adjunct professor at Gonzaga University
School of Law, is this year’s
key speaker. Her speech is
entitled “Embracing Uncomfortable Moments.”
Ochoa’s message is about
everyone embracing the discomfort which may come
from certain situations and
topics — situations such as
being in the wrong or holding specific prejudices.
Kara LaSota, international student adviser with
Global Initiatives at EWU,
said there were over 39 ap-

plications for the seven open what we know, and somepresentation slots. The com- times people are afraid to
mittee had to narrow them get out,” Davis says.
down, keeping in mind what
When it comes to Divercorrelated with their theme for sity Week, everyone can learn
this year. However, the presen- something, nobody is exempt.
tations that were not chosen
“Everyone is diverse,”
will be presented throughout said Davis.
the next school year. They
Topics for the week range
want to make
from
“Racial
diversity an onMicro-Aggresgoing conversasions” to “Totion, not just a
“We’re comfortable urette’s.” Dr.
week-long event
Brackwith what we know, LaToya
that occurs once
ett,
Africana
and sometimes
a year.
coordinator
people are afraid to at EWU, will
“This
is
get out.”
something that’s
present the talk
important year
on
microagKim Davis
round,”
said
gressions. She
LaSota.
claims that miAlong with
croaggressions
the seven preare a new form
sentations, there
of racism.
will be music and a few
In an EWU pamphlet, raactivities, such as lessons cial microaggressions are dein international traditional fined as brief and commondance, diversity festival place daily verbal, behavioral
displays, World Cup soccer and environmental indignities,
event and free food.
whether intentional or uninKim Davis, chairperson tentional, that communicate
for the president’s commit- hostile, derogatory or negative
tee on diversity, said that racial slights and insults to the
attendance has increased target person or group.
over the years and people
are talking about it.
Davis mentioned that the
problem with people is that
they are too comfortable.
“We’re comfortable with

Diversity-page 9

Make the most of your summer!
Get transferable prereqs and requirements
out of the way at North Seattle College.
• Save money – low tuition
• Save time – free up your
fall schedule
• Enjoy small classes
where the prof knows
your name
Check out the courses that
transfer to EWU.

northseattle.edu/summer
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By Nicole Ruse

copy editor
nicoleruse@eagles.ewu.edu

The EWU Women’s and
Gender Studies Program
hosted a lecture on May 6
at Eastern elaborating on
women’s choices not to
climb the job ladder in the
business world, especially
within Fortune 500 companies and science careers.
Vickie Shields, Ph.D. and
dean of the college of social
and behavioral sciences and
social work at EWU, was inspired to do the lecture after
reading an article published
in The Chronicle by Debora
Spar, author of “Wonder
Women: Sex, Power and the
Quest for Perfection.”
“I first became aware
of this book in this terrain
through a really excellent
article by Debora Spar in
The Chronicle and ‘the Superwoman Myth,’ so that really spurred me on to want
to do this presentation, actually,” said Shields.
Around the time Spar’s
book hit the shelves and her
news story made waves, Chief
Operating Officer of Facebook,
Inc., Sheryl Sandberg, wrote
the book, “Lean In: Women,
Work and the Will to Lead.”
Shields heard about the
national bestseller and became
intrigued by the subject matter.
According to Shields,
she had a lot of assumptions
and perceived notions going
into her research on women
in the business world in correlation to these two books.
She felt the authors were
portraying these feminist
ideas as new and up-andcoming issues. Shields said,
however, the topics raised
in the books have been discussed among the gendersocial spectrum for decades.
“I had a lot of my own
biases and stereotypes
going into this research.
These two books ... are
really worth a read and
they’re much more nuance
than that first reaction,”
Shields said.
Shields shared statistics present in both books:
women comprise 4.3 percent of CEOs of Fortune 500
Companies, with 16.6 percent of women being board
members for those companies. The largest law firms’

WOMEN
VS.
MEN
IN THE WORKPLACE

4.3
PERCENT

THE PERCENT OF
WOMEN
IN THE LARGEST LAW FIRMS

16

CEOS OF FORTUNE 500
COMPANIES WHO ARE FEMALE

PERCENT

16.6 PERCENT OF WOMEN
ARE BOARD MEMBERS

WHO ARE SURGEONS

19

WOMEN MAKE 77 CENTS TO THE DOLLAR LESS THAN MEN

PERCENT

Graphic by Kyle Pearson

female partners account for
16 percent, with women surgeon’s totaling to 19 percent
in the U.S. The wage gap
for women is 77 cents to the
dollar compared to men,
specifically white women.
“These are some of the
numbers where [the author’s] start trying to unpack why that is and especially why those numbers
have been kind of stuck on
the dial for at least 10 years,
maybe more. ... Where are
we stuck? Why are women
stuck?” Shields said.
According to Shields,
there is an ambition gap

among middle-class women
in the U.S. that Sandberg
discusses. This idea personifies women not “leaning
in” for opportunities due to
small decisions they make
throughout their careers.
“They’re actually leaning
back from opportunities to
go further in their careers. In
this ambition gap, [Sandberg]
talks about that woman make
a lot of small choices along the
way that make large setbacks
for them,” said Shields.
Eastern’s Advance grant
process, according to Shields,
is competitive for universities to find climates that

NOW HIRING FOR THE 2014-2015 YEAR
Are you
interested in:
JOURNALISM
PHOTOGRAPHY
DESIGN
WRITING &
REPORTING?
APPLICANTS MUST
SUBMIT:

·A cover letter
·A résumé with three references
·Three writing and/or
design samples
All interested applicants must
submit their work on EagleAXIS OR
via email to Nicole Ruse at
nicole.ruse.ewu@gmail.com
Applications will be accepted
until May 17, 2014.

EAGLEAXIS
JOB LISTINGS:

would keep women from
advancing in the sciences.
Many science programs have
start-up packages scientists can ask for, such as lab
equipment.
“That point for a science
person is really huge. It was
very stark in the past that
women scientists were getting way behind way fast,
such as they didn’t want to
negotiate or they didn’t negotiate well,” said Shields.
Shields said that in the
book, “Lean In,” Sandberg
had an epiphany when she
was eight-months pregnant:
women should have front

Sign into
EagleAXIS to
access this quick
link to the job
postings:

http://tinyurl.com/mk6mvwt
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saying things that are not
threatening to the culture,”
said Willis. “I think one
of the things they do
that as well is they make
[themselves] credible by
discrediting feminism. ...
Young folks, women and
men will say ‘I’m not a
feminist, but I believe in
equality.’ So they become
more credible by making
themselves seen as being
acceptable to everyone.”

Has the wage gap
affected you?
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parking spots at all major
businesses. Shields then
raised the question: Why
does that almost give Sandberg more credibility?
Dr. Jessica Willis of the
EWU Women’s and Gender
Studies Program said that
the authors are credible because they are non-threatening and they fit into the
“distinct status quo.”
“We’re
talking
still
about white women who
have made it and were
talking about upper class
women who have had
extraordinary educational
opportunities and they’re
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Grandmother witnesses miracles, works to heal others
By Kailee Dunn

each other’s homes to try and
fulfill their mission: “world
peace for Mother Earth and her
inhabitants.”
Carol Vines, manager of the
women’s studies center, said the
reason they brought Grandmother
Behan to EWU was because Margaret
Rogers, who is the administration
manager in child-family outreach,
went to a retreat where Behan spoke.
Rogers was at the retreat with
Deborah Williams, who Vines said
is somewhat of an apprentice of
Behan’s. Williams said she admires
how genuine grandmother Behan is
and how she really tries to connect
with others.
“She’s not afraid to get a little
teary when she’s talking about these
stories. She really feels it. She really
has a message to carry to people and
she makes herself so available to
people. Every time I witness her in
action, that’s probably my favorite
thing,” Williams said.
The 12 other grandmothers include women from all across the
nation and a few from different
countries and continents.

staff writer
dunn.kailee@gmail.com

In 2004, an ancient prophecy
came true when 13 women met
in Phoenicia, New York, to later
become the International Council
of 13 Indigenous Grandmothers.
On May 7, the women’s and
gender studies department brought
one of the 13 grandmothers to
speak to EWU students.
Her name is Grandmother
Margaret Behan, and she represents
the Cheyenne and Arapahoe
tribes. She said her tribal name
was Red Spiderwoman, which
can be translated to “relentless”
in Cheyenne and “balance in the
world” in Arapahoe.
Behan resides with her tribe
in Montana but travels across the
country telling others how the
grandmother’s council came to be
and revisiting her painful past.
She grew up around people in
medicine and those who would
heal others. Now, she uses what she
learned to try and heal others.
“I remember seeing magical things
happen … miracles,” Behan said.
Behan touched on the difficult
points in her life, such as when she
dealt with an alcoholic spouse and
struggled with alcoholism herself.
“I found myself getting back
on track, cleaning up, mopping
up,” said Behan.
After recovering, Behan was
invited to New York for a convention. She was seated at a table
with 12 other women.
“We all had concerns about
homes, about our Earth,” said Behan.
She explained how, in the

Photo by Karissa Berg
Grandmother Margaret Behan travels the country with the mission of “world peace for Mother Earth and her inhabitants.”

moment, while sitting together, she
began to cry because she knew the
prophecy was true.
“The story is: at one time before or during the ice age, these
13 grandmothers came together
to talk about the new time. They
would teach about the Earth,
the moon and the life a woman
gives. In the new millennium,

the [grandmothers] would come
back,” Behan said.
There were signs which all led
to them being the 13 grandmothers, according to Behan. One of the
grandmothers was given a bundle
of 13 rocks and 13 feathers as a
child and knew, when meeting the
others, she was to distribute them
to each grandmother.

Behan recalls how each of the 13
women had their own story. As a
child, Behan’s grandfather was creating a fire and was told by her grandmother to put 13 marks on the ground
around the fire. “It’s your love that’s
going to help light the way,” Behan’s
grandmother said to her.
Today,
Behan
said
the
grandmothers often gather at

For a full list of the
International Council
grandmothers and
more information
about the council,
visit
grandmotherscouncil.org

Cinco De Mayo:

Continued from front

Another booth had a “Take
A Chance Make A Change”
Wall set up and manned by
some members of the Greek
community. EWU graduate
student and member of the
Delta Sigma Theta Julie Pearson said there were three other
sororities and fraternities involved.
The booth had envelopes
taped to the wall, and as students came up they could pay
$1-$5 donations and choose an
envelope on the wall. Students
could win prizes like certificates, free haircuts, inspirational quotes and free pizza.
EWU junior and member of the Alpha Pi Sigma Olivia Ybarra-Arizmendi said,
“Sometimes the envelopes
don’t have anything, but that is
the point about taking a chance
to make a change.”
“Any opportunity for educating everybody on culture is
a good thing,” Pearson said.
EWU freshman Maria Gutierrez manned a booth where
students could get their pictures taken with cutouts of
the Mexican lottery game,
“Lotería.” The game is like
bingo, but instead of using
numbers it use pictures.

Graduation:

Continued from front
All graduating students
need to fill out a graduation
application which requires
them to list out all the courses they have taken and their
grades. This paperwork needs
to be submitted two quarters
before their last quarter.
The fee covers the first
diploma students receive, its
cover, any processing fees
and costs for the ceremony.
Cinkovich is planning
to walk in the graduation
ceremony so her family can
see her. She is not concerned
about the amount of people

Photo by Sam Sargeant
Students performed traditional Mexican dances during the Cinco de Mayo celebration.

Some of the pictures where
photo props and students
could pretend they were the
characters in the game.
“There was a dual purpose of the resource fair. One,
was to showcase the variety
of clubs and organizations
that the majority of our Chicano students get involved
within our campus. Two, to
showcase Eastern’s support
services and academic departments,” said Núñez.
Many students enjoyed
their time at the fair and all the

opportunities. Some booths
were making snow cones and
giving them away.
“Overall we want students to have a fun time together enjoying the music,
dance, games and treats.
We want them to first hand
experience our familia concept that is unique on our
campus,” said Núñez.
EWU junior Marline
Ortega said, “I really enjoyed the music and also
seeing so many Hispanics gathering together to

celebrate and show pride
in our culture. As well as
showing other students
and staff members from
different cultures what our
Hispanic culture is about
and demonstrate [to] others that when we have the
opportunity to things like
this resource fair that we
are not afraid of sharing
our culture with others. It's
very important to not forget where we come from
and show pride and respect in our culture.”

who
will
be attending the ceremony.
“I went
last year to
watch my
friend and
it
wasn’t
Chen
really that
bad,” Cinkovich said. “They
split it up into two ceremonies which helped.”
This year there are 1,477
undergraduates eligible to
walk in the 9 a.m. ceremony
held for graduate and baccalaureate students in the college of social behavioral sciences and social work and in
the college of business and

public administration.
For the
2 p.m. ceremony, 1,201
undergraduates
from
the college
Livingston
of science,
health and engineering and the
college of arts, letters and education are eligible to graduate.
“There is an advantage
to working in the records
and registration office when
it comes to graduation information,” said Christina
Figueroa, a government and
Spanish double major. “A lot
of students are surprised to

hear about the graduation
application fee.”
Figueroa is well prepared
for graduation day, though,
since she has had to help other
students get ready.
“If you buy the cap, gown
and tassel it gets kind of spendy when you accumulate everything together,”
Figueroa said.
She managed the expenses
by using different paychecks
for different things.
“Seeing my mom there,
super proud, is why I’m really
doing it,” said Figueroa. “I
think just working up to the
four years, and being the first
to graduate from a university
from my home, is a big deal.”

Photo by Sam Sargeant
A mariachi band performs traditional Mexican music during the Cinco
de Mayo celebration in the campus mall.

Are you walking at
graduation?
Tweet us
@EWU_Eagle_Life

Marisa Wunderlich 509.475.1238
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Easterner Madlibs

Police Beat

By Amye Ellsworth

managing editor
easterner.me@gmail.com

By Amye Ellsworth

managing editor
easterner.me@gmail.com

Most people tend to ________ (verb) from what makes them ______

May 6

(adjective), and this year’s Diversity Week is about facing a certain kind

1:28 a.m.
Impounded vehicle

of ________ (noun).

A policeman with a radar gun caught a car driving
45 mph down Washington
Street. The car then illegally
passed another vehicle, and
the policeman pursed the
speeders into Lot 13. Two
men got out of the car and
started running, escaping
the policeman’s pursuit. Police describe the two men as
Hispanic and in their early
20s. One is stocky and short,
and the other is thin. The vehicle was impounded, but
police are still looking for
any information on the two
men.

The original _________ (superhero) film released back in _______
(year) was one of the earliest attempts at bringing the superhero world
of _______ (genre) books to the _______ (adjective) screen.
Many _______ (plural noun) enjoyed the time at the fair and all the
opportunities at it. Some _______ (plural noun) were making _______
(food item) and giving them away.
Close friends, ________ (adjective) crowds, ________ (adjective) times
and ______ (food item) – these are just a few of the essentials that make

2:30 p.m.
Theft

the last weekend in _______ (month) one of the best _________ (location)
has to offer.

A vehicle in Lot 12 had a
Tennessee plate stolen from
the front of the car. The plate
number is B2716S, and police are still looking for it.

Illustration by Elsa Scmitz
Several Pearce and Dressler fire alarms had been falsely
pulled. Eventually, a CA discovered who had been pulling
them. Two males were arrested for tampering with fire alarms.

May 8

12:46 a.m.
Alcohol violation

5 :12 p.m.

Police were asked to
conduct another welfare
check in snyamncut hall.
The female in the room
smelled of alcohol but was
deemed safe enough to
stay in her room. She was
referred to Student Rights
and Responsibilities for
underage drinking.

A student thought his
belongings had been stolen
from a URC locker, but he
later discovered he had been
checking the wrong locker.

10:50 p.m.
Alcohol violation
A male in snyamncut hall
was drinking from a Pepsi
bottle in the fourth floor
lounge, and he spilled some
of the contents. The CA noticed a smell of alcohol from
the spill and notified the police. No arrests were made,
but the student was referred
to Student Rights and Responsibilities.

May 11
1 a.m.
Alcohol violations
A student was having
difficulty walking into
her room in Pearce Hall.
She was with a nonstudent who had also
been
drinking.
Both
women were cited for
MIP, and the EWU
student was transferred
to Deaconess Hospital for
alcohol poisoning. The
police discovered that a
male student in Pearce
Hall had provided them
with alcohol, so he was
arrested for furnishing
alcohol to minors.

May 10
12 a.m.
Intoxicated student
A concerned parent
asked police to conduct a
welfare check on her son,
who lives in snyamncut hall.
The fire department assessed
him, and he was transported
to the hospital for dangerously high alcohol content.

2:46 p.m.
Theft

A purse was stolen
from the Tawanka dining
service area. A set of keys
was inside the purse, and
the women left Tawanka
to discover her vehicle
had also been stolen. The
car is a dark blue 2004
Volkswagen Passat with
Washington plate number 747-XRT.

May 9-11
Ongoing
Several Pearce and
Dressler
fire
alarms
had been falsely pulled.
Eventually, a CA discovered who had been
pulling them. Two males
were arrested for tampering with fire alarms.

In _______ (year), a/an _______ (adjective) prophecy came true when
_______ (number) elderly women met in _______ (location) to later become the International Council of ______ (number) Indigenous Grandmothers.
“Dodge, dip, ______ (verb), dive and dodge,” is all one needs to
know when playing the game of ______ (sport), according to the movie
_________ (movie title).
The piles of ______ (plural noun) and _______ (adjective) workers
across from the Eagle Point apartment complex will _______ (verb) into
_______ (color) baseball fields and _____ (adjective) pavement in little
over a year.
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STUDENT:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
“So it’s different and
I think it’s good. But at
first it was difficult for
me ‘cause I am not used

to it so I was too shy to
talk in front of people,”
Wakasugi said.
She said it was difficult to make new friends
every quarter when she
changes classrooms and
classes. In Japan the classes are in home rooms, so
most of the students stay

in the same room all year
and do not switch around
very much.
However
Wakasugi
takes it as a challenge to
grow as a person, meet
new people and try new
things.
“She takes that very
personally and challenges

herself to grow and continues to grow in her study of
our culture and her comprehension thereof. We
are very proud to know
her and look forward to
great things from her. Our
daughter Atsuka is also a
very beautiful young woman.” Gnos-Kuban said.

HOROSCOPES
Libra

By Amye Ellsworth

managing editor
easterner.me@gmail.com

September 23-October 23
Libra is the sign for balance, but your life

Aries

feels like anything but. Invest in a planner.

March 21-April 20
Some people just aren’t morning people,

Scorpio

and that’s OK. All you need to do is tell your

October 23-November 21

professor, and I’m sure he will understand

Have you ever stopped to think that you

why you just cannot possibly make it to your 8

might be the problem? Nah, you’re right,

a.m. lecture on biophysics.

it’s definitely someone else.

Taurus

Saggitarius

April 21-May 20

November 22-December 21

It’s your birthday month. Grab life by the horns.

Do you ever find yourself faced with a

Get it? Because Taurus is the bull sign.

difficult decision? Try doing the opposite
of whatever you inititally decided.

Gemini
May 21-June 21

Capricorn

Summer is coming, and if you are worried

December 22-January 19

about not having a swimsuit body, then you

It is a scientifc fact — probably — that

should stop. Do you have a body? Yes. Then,

telling yourself you are awesome will

you’re good to go.

force you to actually start to believe
it. So, wake up, tell yourself you are

Cancer

awesome, go to school, tell yourself you

June 22-July 22

are awesome, eat an entire pizza, tell

If you haven’t started practicing for Hoopfest

yourself you are awesome and then go to

yet, don’t worry, it’s never as bad as it seems.

bed. Repeat in the morning.

It’s far, far worse.

Aquarius
Leo

January 20-February 18

July 23-August 22

When people tell you it is silly and

Donald Sterling may be in a lot of trouble, but

pointless to start fights with people on the

that does not mean the Clippers will be on the

Internet, don’t listen. You don’t need that

next plane to Seattle. I guess we all have to

kind of negativity in your life. What

continue to worship Blake Griffin from afar.

else is the Internet for but ridiculous
claims not based in fact?

Virgo
August 23-September 22

Pisces

If you are constantly having to question

February 19-March20

whether or not you are in a relationship with

Life is hard. I have no follow-up to that.

someone, you probably aren’t.
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This article is part of a
series. The Easterner
will be printing more
of these interesting
stories of international
students. Stay tuned
for more.

DIVERSITY:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
“This university is supposed to be the most diverse university in Washington, yet there still seems
to be a divide between
students learning about
each other,” Dr. Brackett
said.“This diversity week
gives opportunities to learn
about different cultures or
about different situations
for different people. And
it’s always good to have an
open ear. The best way to
learn is to listen.”
Jessica Willis, faculty
member in the women’s
and gender studies program, said that planning
for Diversity Week involved collaborating and
working across departments. She said Diversity
Week is a way of learning
beyond the classroom.
“It’s a celebration of culturally marked differences
… a personal celebration.

PARK:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
The city does not have
any grant opportunities
right now for future phases
of the park, but Ableman
said when grant opportunities come along, they
will certainly be applying
for them.
The plan for phase
two, provided the city has
enough funding, is to add
two more baseball fields to
the two that will already
be there from phase one,
creating a fourplex. They
also hope to add areas for
soccer fields and a walking
trail.
Mark Schuller, the interim director of parks and
recreation in Cheney, said
there are no guarantees
for what future phases of
the park may look like.
The city just has to make
sure the baseball fields

PAY GAP:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
Fira Hedlund, a senior
at Eastern and a teacher’s
assistant for Willis’ sex and
gender class, attended the
lecture.
Jhe thought that the
lecture, overall, was very
intelligent and that Shields
was knowledgeable on the
subject matter.
“The only thing that
grated on me was when
she kept on referring to
Sandberg as ’Shepherd,’”
said Hedlund.
During the lecture,
Shields had referred to
Sheryl Sandberg as Sheryl

If you are interested
in being interviewed
for our series, contact
Eagle Life at
easterner.eaglelife@
gmail.com

A sense of both cultural
recognition but also self
worth and self empowerment around identities that
are often less visible in society,” said Willis.

Topics for the Diversity
Week range from “Racial
Micro-Aggressions” to
“Tourette’s.”
Dr. LaToya Brackett will
be presenting a talk on
microaggressions.
Gloria Ochoa is
going to be giving a
speech, “Embracing
Uncomfortable
Moments.”
There will be music and
a few activities, such as
lessons in international
traditional dance,
diversity festival displays,
World Cup soccer event
and free food.

are complete, the parking
lot is finished, a restroom
is in place and the park
is in compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
Schuller added that one
of the two fields will be a
challenger baseball field
for children with special
needs, which will be the
only one of its kind in the
area. The extra fields will
also allow the city to host
baseball tournaments that
could potentially help the
local economy.
Ableman said the city
kept the future in mind
while designing the park.
“The park is really
based on projecting the
city’s needs as we grow
over the next 20 years,”
Ableman said.
“We’re excited about
getting the project going,”
Schuller said. “It’s been a
long time coming.”

Shepherd and Debora Spar
as Debora Skar. Shields
realized the name errors
toward the end of her
lecture.
“How in the world, I
had been living with this
stuff and then I’m like
’Shephard’ and ’Spar,’ no, I
said ’Skar’ and ’Shepherd’
and it’s Sandberg and
Spar,” Shields said.
“When
you
have
something as basic as a
name messed up, even
if you’re intelligent and
wonderful and highly
informative, screwing up
a name makes you come
off as less knowledgeable,”
Hedlund said.

Cheney Public
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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Religious privilege dominates,
but that is not the whole picture
By Jaclyn Archer

staff writer
jaclyn.archer@eagles.ewu.edu

Dear James Martin,
Last week you responded to an article I
wrote called “Pastor welcomes discussion from
passing students” through a letter to the editor.
In it you argued the article was harmful, in essence, because it perpetuated religious privilege, specifically unwarranted social norms bestowing Christian clergy with authority. I felt
one sentence in particular deserved a direct response.
You wrote of the titular pastor:
“I do not believe his actions would be tolerated were he not associated with religion, meaning, if he was just a random middle aged man
offering students with guidance and held no
cited professional degree in counseling, or dare
I say, belonged to a non-mainstream religion
such as Satanism … the university would immediately have him removed!”
In fact, Mr. Martin, this is not the case.
According to LeeAnn Case, associate vice
president for business and auxiliary services,
the use of EWU campus facilities, including
grounds, roads and buildings, is governed by a
Washington Administrative Code, specifically
“Chapter 172-137 WAC — Use of University Facilities.”
WAC regulations around “First Amendment
activities” at EWU revolve around campus security and function. University administrators
are given some discretion to allow activities that
fail to comply with the letter of the WAC, but
these determinations must be made “without
consideration of the content or message of the
First Amendment activities.”
In short, EWU is a public school owned by
the state and thus public property. Everyone,
from Pastor Rodkey, to anti-abortion demonstrators, to sidewalk hellfire preachers may exercise their First Amendment rights here. The
university cannot remove people from campus
for disseminating their views, even if they are
Satanist.
However, religious privilege remains a concern — while you never used the words “religious privilege,” I think they provide an apt
summary of your complaints. After all, there is

often a difference between the protections afforded people by law and the social reality they
experience. On that score, allow me to accept
your point: religious privilege exists.
Kathryn Julyan, EWU professor of philosophy and founding adviser of Compassionate
Interfaith Society, defined religious privilege,
saying:
“You can almost talk about religious privilege as a matter of perspective. If your way of
viewing the world, in this case religion, god,
truth … if you are part of the dominant perspective, you’re never asked to think any differently.
You kind of think your reality is the only reality. … It’s reinforced every single moment of the
day.”
Julyan went on to explain that it can be difficult for members of the dominant religion to
comprehend the potential legitimacy of other
worldviews.
“Keeping that mindfulness is a huge task,”
she said.
In the U.S., Christianity is a privileged religion. According to the PewResearch Religion
and Public Life Project’s Religious Landscape
Survey, 78.4 percent of American adults are
Christian. This overwhelming majority leads to
some systemic discrimination and troubling social trends for non-Christians.
For example, in North and South Carolina,
Maryland, Mississippi, Tennessee and Texas,
atheists cannot hold public office, and according to a Gallup poll taken in 2012, 40 percent of
Americans say they would not vote for a Muslim presidential candidate, even if he or she
were well qualified and nominated by their preferred party.
Finally, I agree that in American culture,
members of the clergy are often assumed to
have authority on matters in which they may
have no training — family and marriage counseling, mental health, sexual health and diet to
name a few.
Religious privilege is a problem, and as a
member of an ideological minority, I do not
want to promote it through anything I say or
write.
Sincerely,
Jaclyn Archer

‘Spiderman’ feels more like commercial
By Chris Mudd

staff writer
chrismudd@eagles.ewu.edu

The original “ Spiderman“ film released
back in 2002 was one of the earliest attempts
at bringing the superhero world of comic
books to the big screen; now it seems “ Spiderman“ may be marking the beginning of
the death of the genre it helped forge.
“The Amazing Spiderman 2“ is by no
means the worst film to come out so far
this year, far from it. It’s a fun ride that’s
worth checking out. On rental. Or in one
of those $2 DVD bins inside a gas station
in the middle of Montana somewhere. But
the ticket price asked by most theaters is
a bit overkill.
For starters, one of the most aggravating things about the film is that the entire
thing felt like a commercial. And I get it,
films need money and product placement
to bring in a lot of funding, but Sony threw
subtlety out the window on this one.
The main villain Electro can control and
manipulate electricity throughout the city,
but that doesn’t stop the film from spending just a few too many frames checking out
the Sony mobile phones that Spidey and his
buddies use.
Still, all that being said, the character design of Electro himself was pretty
awesome. Jamie Foxx gained a lot of my
respect after Django a while back, and his
delve into the superhero fray didn’t cause
my admiration for his talent to sway in
any way.
Andrew Garfield again completely nails
Spiderman. Garfield wears the spidey suit

and the Peter Parker persona comfortably,
and it’s a joy to watch him perform.
The film reprises Emma Stone for her
role as Gwen Stacy, and employed the very
talented Dane DeHaan as Harry Osborn.
DeHaan has been on my watch list since
“Chronicle,“ and while I feel like the script
didn’t do him any favors in this film, he’s
still able to make a decent character out of
it. That being said, the relationship between
Osborn and Parker feels completely forced
and obligatory, and only serves to push
dumb plot points forward without any
regard to character development.
It’s pretty simple logic to follow: If you
want me to care when a character turns to
the “ dark side,“ then you have to make me
care about them to begin with.
Stone’s performance was adequate,
although the film spends far too much time
exploring the “on again-off again“ relationship aspect between herself and Parker.
Frankly, in a two hour and 20 minute film,
at least half of it is spent on whether or not
the two of them like each other.
Romantic subplots in film are viable and
can be really effective if they don’t resemble
relationship statuses on my Facebook feed,
changing from “I love him so much, best
friends forever,“ to “Ugh, why does love
never work out for me?“ every three days.
Really, the film just felt like it was trying
too hard to be something it’s not. Spiderman’s character is awesome, and the world
he lives in is one that I really want to see
done right. They missed the mark, and if
this is the route that superhero movies are
going, then God help us all when “Man of
Steel 2“ comes out in a couple years.
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Clear the air
Dear Editor,
As students at Eastern Washington
University, we all have the right to a
healthy learning environment. According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov), an estimated 42.1 million American adults over
the age 18 currently smoke cigarettes.
Due to these high numbers, students
are at an increased risk for second-hand
smoke exposure. Eastern Washington
University is currently suffering from an
unhealthy environment due to the lack of
smoking policies. Our campus currently
holds no policy except for the state law. A
solution that would benefit both smoking
and non-smoking students would be to
create designated smoking areas around
campus. With the addition of these designated areas, students have the ability
to maintain their habit while those who
choose not to smoke will not be subject to
second-hand smoke.
Although these designated areas
could potentially be costly for the University, the overall health benefits of the students will outweigh the financial expenses. Smoking students, we respect your
right to smoke on campus; let’s come
together and create designated smoking
areas. These smoking areas would create
a cleaner campus for everyone.
Sincerely,
Brittnee Willoughby
Margaret R. Devitt
Pamela R. Rickard
Terra S. Mullikin

Annihilate the Freshman 15

Dear Editor,
As most people know, there’s a huge
health kick going around, and most students know there is a lack of options for
those “health freaks” on campus. With
the incoming freshman who are required
to live in dorms, the argument is that
there should be just as many of healthy
options provided by campus dining, as
there are traditional options. An example
of these traditional choices can be taken
from the spring menu at EWU’s The
Roost which is promoting, “Barbeque
sandwiches, buffalo chicken wraps and
chicken wings.”
The main cause of this problem is
due to the present dining services. They
are the ones who are in charge of all the
dining locations on campus, along with
what food is bought in the nine different
locations. The best solution to this issue
would be to create several dining options for the students who choose to live
a healthier lifestyle. These places would
accept all forms of payment, including
EWU meal cards. Another option would
be that each dining location on campus
would have a “low calorie” designated
menu option. Both of these equally solve
the problem, while being very realistic.
On the down side, if you provide
equal amounts of realistic healthier options the food prices may rise due to produce expense. A good consequence to
this change would simply be having an
actual healthy choice in the dining areas.
Students would be more satisfied while
also obtaining the option of a healthy lifestyle. While this idea might not appeal to
all students, the availability of these items
may direct students to develop healthier
habits. In the end, healthier options can
be equally evened out with the nontraditional choices, providing the same variety
in all EWU dining areas, so the students
have healthier options.
Sincerely,
Shelby K. Nelson
Hailey D. Bettendorf
Sara A. Conner
Shasta L. Foster

Let the students study
Dear Editor,
Due to insufficient library hours
resulting in a lack of library access,
we, the students of Eastern Washington University, fully support
the proposition made by the Associated Students of Eastern Washington University, ASEWU, to extend JFK Library hours.
We believe the problem with
the current library schedule is due
to poor planning and budget management by the board of trustees.
The board knows that an academic
resource such as the library can
greatly increase overall student
satisfaction and GPA.
We feel the overall EWU GPA
is suffering because this resource
is not readily available for all students. JFK Library is one of the
only places where students can access required software programs
for classes. Many students don’t
have all of the programs at home
to complete school assignments.
The school computers are the only
available option for many students.
According to the poll conducted by ASEWU, roughly 76.8 percent of students need the library
to complete printed assignments,
while 35.1 percent of students need
the library to conduct research for
school projects. Overall, 81.6 percent of all students need the library
simply to study in a productive,
distraction-free environment.
As a result of extended library
hours, this proposition would require additional working hours
for library staff members. However, the proposal for longer library
hours wouldn’t require additional
student funding. Other solutions to
this problem include extending the
hours with a student fee. Opening
up other buildings for longer periods of time rather than extending
library hours is also a realistic option. We believe that extending the
library’s open hours without student fees is the best option because
this is a resource that students
need. Even though the extension
may place stress on the budget; a
higher university GPA is a worthwhile trade.
Sincerely,
Justin R. Haldeman
Stephanie M. Flynn
Andrew D. Landeza
Julie A. Salina

Want to share an opinion?
Tweet us
@Easterner_Op

Classified

$4,000
Compensation! New Clinic needs
Egg Donors
- Get paid for
giving infertile
couples the
chance to have
a baby. Women
21-29 and in
good health
are encouraged
to apply.
allison.miles@
integramed.com
877.777.6002
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Isle Hall falls to pieces
amidst ocean of renovations

By Elsa Schmitz

opiion editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

Easterner Asks
“What building on campus
do you think most needs
to be renovated?”
“The communications
complex or Martin and
Williams because they are
really ugly. I don’t really want
to communicate in there.”
Ashley McCreight

“The music building.”
Jacob Blankenship

“Williams and Martin
need some help.”
Tori Benson

When visitors to The Easterner
office enter our
humble abode — once
they finally find the
building, that is — they
are greeted with leaky
pipes, moldy ceiling
tiles and a bathroom
inhabited by Stan the
friendly ghost.
Amidst all the
Schmitz
excitement of two new
buildings and a renovation-in-progress,
Isle Hall remains one of the oldest, and
grossest, buildings on campus. Despite
attempts by the janitorial staff to upkeep
the building, Isle Hall is falling apart at
the seams and most likely houses many
squirrels in its secret crawl spaces.
Home to not only The Easterner, but
also the geography, anthropology and
geology department, Isle is in sore need
of either a renovation or a complete
burning to the ground. In the last few
months alone, pipes have began to leak,
a window was tapped and shattered
upon impact and mysterious holes
appear in bathrooms in the creepiest
places — I like Stan the bathroom ghost,
but I’d prefer if he didn’t stare at me
while I’m on the john.

staff writer
aaron.bocook13@gmail.com

Moriah Biggs

“Reid school. They should
just demolish it.”
Ian Brown

Question for next week:
“What exciting plans do you
have for summer break?”
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bookstore and student union building.
Once the PUB was opened, the building
was left to the geography and anthropology department, and us, your friendly
student newspaper.
Ideally, there would be enough funding in the school coffers to spruce up
all the buildings on campus, but there
isn’t. We students need to think long and
hard about what choices we make when
choosing which project to fund with our
own money: the project that sounds like
fun, or the project that will make everyone’s lives, including future students,
easier.
When a building like Isle Hall that
is imperative to the education of some
students is falling into a perpetual state
of “leaky,” which can only be remedied
by psuedo-bucket coffee cans, something
needs to be done.
It looks as though there are steps
being taken to do something, however.
Mahlum Architects, Inc., the firm hired
by EWU in the fall of 2012 to create a
“Comprehensive Campus Master Plan”
for addressing campus facility needs,
it notes there are two distinct proposed
projects: demolish Isle Hall and construct
a new hall.
It’s important to note these projects
are only proposed. It’s the students’ job
to make this a reality. We need to fight to
choose which building we want renovated next.

Spokane Indians embrace
heritage, not oppression
By Aaron Bocook

“Isle Hall needs a
renovation, times a
million.”

This is not only a health hazard; the
departments on campus keep quite a
bit of equipment and research materials
within Isle, all of which can be potentially damaged by leaky roofs or renegade
squirrels.
With all the attention regarding renovations currently centered upon the PUB,
it’s time for us students to ask ourselves
an important question: Do we really
believe the PUB, still in its prime, is the
building we should focus our time on?
The Patterson Hall completion
recently opened up Reid Hall, which
had been crammed full of English and
history professors who were stuck in
depressing-looking cubicles while they
awaited their new home. Perhaps now
is the time to use that space to house the
residents of Isle Hall, while we give them
a fresh building to work in.
But what about the PUB? We need to
make it prettier and make students stay
on campus past 2 p.m.
I disagree. I feel that the PUB, at
least for now, serves its purpose being
a place where students can gather.
There are other buildings on campus
that are a vital part of the education
process that need attention, especially
that of Isle Hall.
In fact, renovating Isle Hall will technically be a sort of remodel on the PUB,
albeit one that came 19 years too late.
Up until 1995, Isle Hall was used as the

The
debate over
using Native
American
imagery as
sports mascots, including less-thanrespectful
Bocook
depictions of
Natives themselves, is raging
all over the country.
The Spokane Indians,
Spokane’s minor league
baseball team, is ahead of
the game on the issue. The
team began working with
the Spokane Tribe of Indians
in 2006 to erase all of the

offensive imagery from its
uniforms and merchandise.
The Indians team includes
both English and Salish, a
native language of much of
the greater Northwest, in its
logo and uniform, and uses
OTTO the Spokanasaurus, a
big blue “reptile with style” as
its mascot.
Major league teams
should be the ones setting a
good example, but organizations like the Cleveland
Indians, the Atlanta Braves
and the NFL’s Washington
Redskins refuse to back off
from their use of offensive
names, imagery and mascots.
Though the Cleveland
Indians changed its primary
logo to the block “C,” it still
sports the big-nosed grinning

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Give the underclassmen a shot!

Chief Wahoo on parts of its
uniform and caps, a logo the
team began using before Native Americans even had the
right to vote in our country.
Those who want to retain offensive logos, names
and mascots say that the
use of Native American imagery is meant as a tribute
and should be kept out of
respect for tradition.
Protesters have taken a
firm stance that people should
not be reduced to mascots,
especially when the depiction
could be considered racist.
In a world of Redskins,
Savages and tomahawk-chops,
it is apparent that teams from
the EasternWashington region
are pushing for a level playing
field for Natives, setting an

example for bigger national
teams that should have caught
on a long time ago.
Even little old Eastern
Washington University, in
little old Cheney, Washington, had the common sense
to change its mascot from the
Savages to the Eagles in 1972,
making EWU a much earlier
example of the move toward
political correctness with athletic mascots.
In 2014, the Spokane
Indians introduced a new
alternate home jersey, featuring its name written in Salish,
“Sp’q’n’i.” When the season
opens June 14, the team will
become the first professional
team in the nation to use a
Native American language as
part of its uniform.

Do you tweet? We’d love to follow you.
Tweet us @Easterner_Op

Dear Editor,
Academic advising is one of the most important services that’s offered on campus and is crucial to the success
of the students that attend EWU. Departmental advising
plays a large role in the success of the upperclassmen, but
the advising that makes the largest impact on the success of
a student’s academic career occurs in the beginning stages,
with general advising. Incoming freshmen have little
knowledge of how to register for classes or map out their
education. These are skills that the general advisers are
responsible to teach each of their students. If shortcuts are
taken or students feel overlooked, the success of their education is compromised. This could result in students taking
longer than four years to graduate or could even result in
students discontinuing their education.
Many students aren’t satisfied with the general advising that they’re given and feel that it’s not student friendly.
The underlying issue is that the general advising department is understaffed and overloaded. After speaking with
a general adviser last week, it was brought to light that
there are fewer than 10 general advisers. An adviser’s typical caseload is 260 students, and they’re mandated to give
one hour appointments to each student. The administration
needs to hire more general academic advisers so that the
advisers have the sufficient amount of time to spend with
each student. This change would require creating space for
the new hires, initial costs of training and an increase in
payroll, but there would be a return on investment through
the increase of graduation rates. Hiring more general
advisers will result in incoming freshmen being more successful throughout their academic careers. The increase
in graduation rates will help create a positive image and
EWU will be recognized as being a university that is dedicated to the success of their students.
Sincerely,
Nicole O. McLeod
Zelena W. Alto
zelenaalto@eagles.ewu.edu
Jackson T. Kissack
Sharron A. Davis

DELIVERY

SO
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PLACES TO
PRACTICE FOR
HOOPFEST
AROUND
EWU CAMPUS

OPEN ALL WEEK DURING
SCHEDULED HOURS
ELM STREET

COURTS OUTSIDE
DRESSLER
HALL
OPEN 24/7
WASHINGTON STREET

PHASE GYM 264 & 265

OPEN ALL WEEK DURING SCHEDULED HOURS
YOU CAN CHECK THE SCHEDULE ONLINE AT
HTTP://TINYURL.COM/STL4HY

EWU URC
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Hoopfest assists community atmosphere
By Samuel Deal

in an experience that is unlike any other,
bringing the community together.
“I love everything about Hoopfest.
It turns Spokane into a big city where
Close friends, large crowds, fun times
everyone is playing basketball. I just love
and snow cones — these are just a few of
being there, everything about it — but
the essentials that make the last weekend
especially the snow cones,” said Zach
in June one of the best Spokane
Widmer, a senior who will be
has to offer.
competing for the 11th time this
June 28-29 will mark the 25th
year and uses the URC to fine“It is like a
anniversary of Hoopfest.
tune his basketball skills leading
pilgrimage for all
“The competitive atmosphere
up to the tournament.
is everywhere, everybody is there
Widmer is not alone. A large
basketball players.”
and you get crowds there that
number of students compete in
don’t even know you that will start
Arthur Dodson
pick-up games on campus in
cheering for you. I played college
preparation for this summer’s
ball and the biggest crowd I ever
tournament.
played in front of was on [Hoopfest]
Jenny Huynh, a freshman at
center court,” said Lucas Ashe,
Eastern, relates the competition
a senior at EWU who has participated in the
in the URC to the levels seen in most
event for 20 years.
divisions of Hoopfest,and thinks it is the
For one weekend, Hoopfest turns
best way to prepare for the event.
Spokane into basketball central, covering
“The competition in the URC is pretty
42 city blocks to accommodate over 7,000
[equal] compared to Hoopfest,” said
teams on 456 courts. The immensity results
Huynh. “I play on a coed and an all-girls
contributing writer
easterner.sports@gmail.com

team. But playing against guys in the URC,
it makes me stronger and more prepared.”
Hoopfest has many different divisions,
including same-gender, coed and family
teams, which allows every person the
opportunity to find a competition level that
fits them the best.
In the last 25 years, Hoopfest has become
about more than just basketball. It is a
part of the Spokane community, a familyfriendly event that brings not just the entire
city to downtown but people from all over
the country.
Playing in the tournament is not the only
way to be part of the experience. There are
plenty of volunteer options for people looking
to take an active role during this weekend.
Senior visual communication design
major Arthur Dodson was an intern for
Hoopfest during spring of 2011 and explained
how important volunteers are to its survival.
“Without volunteers pitching in and the
whole community working towards putting
this weekend together, it wouldn’t happen,”
said Dodson.

Clippers scandal sparks reaction at EWU
By Fetlew Gebreziabher
contributing writer
easterner.sports@gmail.com

Donald Sterling eurostepped his way back to an
18th century plantation and
the NBA v. Sterling battle is
just beginning.
On April 29, new NBA
commissioner Adam Silver
banned Los Angeles Clippers owner Donald Sterling
for life from attending NBA
games, events or anything
associated with the NBA
along with a maximum fine
of $2.5 million.
Dr. Scott Finnie, who
played basketball at Gonzaga University and is an
Africana studies professor
at EWU, was surprised but
pleased at Silver putting the
hammer down on Sterling.
“I think they made the
best decision and I was
surprised that it was that
clean cut. When you’ve got
people that have access to
power, privilege and policymaking, they become a
little elite interest group
that looks out for each other and here you got the system judging the system,”
Finnie said.
Two audio clippings
were leaked of Sterling and
his girlfriend, V. Stiviano,
having an argument that
brought out racist remarks
from Sterling. The dispute
was sparked by an image
Stiviano uploaded to her
Instagram of her with hallof-fame basketball player,
Magic Johnson.
In the audio clips,
Sterling’s
girlfriend
challenges him about his
views and tells him she was
not raised with the same
views as him. “Well then, if
you don’t feel — don’t come
to my games. Don’t bring
black people, and don’t
come,” Sterling replies.

Stiviano then asks if
Sterling is aware that the
team he owns is predominantly African-American.
“You just — do I know?
I support them and give
them food and clothes and
cars and houses. Who gives
it to them? Does someone
else give it to them?” was
his response.
The Internet was full
of angry responses toward
Sterling’s comments from
former and current NBA
players and civil citizens.
Most shared the same views
that bigotry is not allowed
anywhere in the league and
that something needed to be
done as soon as possible.
Martin Seiferth, a junior forward for EWU
men’s basketball, was taken aback by the comments
and was also pleased with
Silver’s decision.
“I was shocked that
someone who runs an NBA
team would say that,” Seiferth said. “I feel like racism
and everything that comes
with it shouldn’t exist in the
NBA. It was totally the right
thing to do.”
For
Finnie,
the
comments took him back
in time to the days when
African-Americans
were
just seen as entertainers and
they would have to dress in
clown-like apparel and act
in an according way.
“It brought me back to
the Harlem Globetrotters,”
Finnie said. “They started in
1927 and that was the only
way for African-American
athletes, at least basketball players, could play
professionally and be paid
well and play in air-conditioned buildings. So for
the next 30 years, you’ve
got
African-Americans
who will only dress up as
clowns and do clown antics to get recognized as

professional players and
to get paid.”
The
Clippers
were
in the middle of their
first round playoff series
versus the Golden State
Warriors when the audio
clips leaked. Finnie did not
agree with the choice the
Clippers made to play their
fourth game of the series.
“I think, first of all the
players should not have put
on that uniform again immediately because you play
as an athlete secondarily.
You’re an individual, a man
or a representative of others
primarily. And when that’s
torn down to the degree
that gentleman [Sterling]
boxed all African-Americans in such a group, I don’t
even think there should be
a jump ball. They shouldn’t
play the next game because
the plantation mentality
was too evident.”
Many minorities believed that the Clippers
missed a real opportunity to make a difference
in standing up, not just
for themselves, but for
minorities
everywhere.
Sterling was not only
tearing down his players
and staff but a culture as
a whole. The battle goes
beyond basketball.
“If you look at the 1968
Olympics, Tommie Smith
and John Carlos did the
black fisted symbol and
that was a great opportunity,” Finnie said. “They
lost their medals, but they
left a lasting legacy that
my talents are not for sell if
you’re going to downgrade
my civil rights in America.
Even though the players are contractually tied
up, they’ve got enough
money and enough quality gifts that someone else
would want them down
the road. And they have

enough money to legally
to swallow whatever problem came up because it
was more of an issue of
the principle than the dollar bill. It would’ve been a
great opportunity.”
Under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act in the
United States Constitution, it forbids employers
from handing out fines
to parties for imposing
discrimination. NBA contracts can also not diminish civil rights protections
— meaning NBA players
who boycott games may be
protected under the law.
EWU junior forward
Garrett Moon, understood the missed opportunity to make a statement, but also why they
decided to play.
“They did miss a moment to make history but if
[Sterling] were to not get penalized, they wouldn’t have
played. If he‘d kept his job,
then there would’ve been
more of a rebellion. But [the
NBA] handled it. They got
him out of there,” Moon
said. “As an athlete, I don’t
think that they’re necessarily playing for their owner,
even though he represented
them badly. They’re not
playing for him, they’re
playing for themselves and
their fans.”
The board of governors,
which is made up of all 30
NBA owners, will meet and
vote to forcibly make Sterling sell the Clippers. Hopefully, with Silver’s hammer
of a punishment the owners
will back up their commissioner and unanimously
vote him out.
Ironic how Sterling did
not want his girlfriend
to bring any minorities
to “his games” and now
he will never be able to
attend one.

Two weeks after spring quarter ends,
250,000 players, volunteers and fans will
descend upon Spokane for one of the most
exciting weekends the Inland Northwest
has to offer. Several EWU students will be
kicking off their summer by being a part of
the weekend Hoopfest activities.
“It is a big deal for my friends and me.
Even my friends who have moved away we
all know that annually we will see everyone
Hoopfest weekend,” said Dodson. “It is like a
pilgrimage for all basketball players.”

Tweet your team name to
@EasternerSports
Interesting team names from
Hoopfest 2013:
Cougin’ It
Armpit Juice
Last Picked in PE

How to participate
in Hoopfest:
Play

Register by May 19 to play as a coed
team, as a family or enter other
competitive divisions

Volunteer

Volunteers are needed to run booths,
monitor courts and assist with teams
checking in

Cheer

Fans can line the streets to root for their
favorite teams throughout Spokane

Visit http://spokanehoopfest.net for team
and volunteer registration, as well as
other information about the tournament.

E-Vapor Scents missing
you already!
Buy 4 regular price juices get 1 free!

Best prices on mods and kits for
ewu students!
1712 1st street chney, wa
509.235.4625
Map "e-cigs" in cheney, wa on
yp.com for more information
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‘Battle of the Balls’ tournament pits
Dodgey Style against Team Ramrod
fourth round of play, leaving Dodgey Style with
rounds two and three.
The final round came down to a head-tohead duel between Scott from Team Ramrod
and Dodgey Style’s Pond. Scott attempted to
“Dodge, dip, duck, dive and dodge,” dodge one of Pond’s throws and retrieve a
is all one needs to know when playing the ball, but he unexpectedly tripped and fell to
game of dodgeball, according to the movie the ground. Pond took his chance and hit him
“Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story.”
with another throw to finish the game and
Students took this message to heart on win the match.
May 8, when participating in the first ever URC
“I can rest peacefully in my grave now,
dodgeball tournament. The
knowing that I won a dodgeball
event was held in celebration
tournament,” said team Dodgey
of the URC’s sixth birthday.
Style captain Ketcham after
Two teams participated in
winning the final round.
“I think it’s an event that
the event, Dodgey Style and
Ketcham said he and his friends
Team Ramrod.
will grow as time goes on.” play whenever they can.
While Dodgey Style came
According to EWU senior and
Michaela Barich
out victorious after winning
URC special events coordinator
three of five rounds, both
Michaela Barich, the URC has
teams had a good time.
never done anything like this for
“We
weren’t
really
their birthday.
expecting to win. We just
“I wanted to come up with
decided to have fun with
an event that would get people
it, so we made all of our T-shirts and involved, get them out to the basketball
we decided to have nicknames for each courts and we came up with dodgeball. We
other,” said Levi Simmons, team captain wanted to do something different that no
of Team Ramrod.
one had ever done,” Barich said.
Team Ramrod was dressed in white
Despite the fact there were only two
T-shirts decorated with aviator sunglasses and teams, Barich said she was pleased with how
black mustaches on the front and nicknames it turned out.
on the back. The team consisted of Simmons,
“I think it’s an event that will grow as
whose nickname was “Hoss,” Santa Wiedmer time goes on. I would like to see it continue,
as “Tiny Tina,” Jenna Lakewolf as “Olga,” if it’s dodgeball or not. I think we will try
Andrew Bellach as “Butthead” and Brett Scott and do some type of sporting event on our
as “Fawks.”
birthday,” said Barich.
Making up team Dodgey Style were EWU
Prizes, given to the first place team included
students Alex Pond, Armando Bendito, Drew swag bags with a flying disk, a T-shirt, a water
Cowbrough, Cornelius Ketcham, Jenny Andres, bottle courtesy of Eagle Entertainment, dinner
Stefan Green and Paden Osterlund.
for six from Rokko’s and dinner for eight and
Team Ramrod took the first round and bowling from Rosa’s Pizza.

By Kailee Dunn

staff writer
dunn.kailee@gmail.com

Photos courtesy of the URC
Top: On May 8, EWU students competed in a dodgeball tournament to celebrate the URC’s
sixth birthday.
Above: Team Dodgey Style standing from left to right: Jenny Andres, Alex Pond, Stefan Green
and Drew Cowbrough. Kneeling from left to right: Armando Bendito, Paden Osterlund and
Cornelius Ketcham.

EWU volleyball recruit prepares to compete
By Elohino Theodore

staff writer
theodoreelohino@gmail.com

The EWU volleyball team announced on April 29
the National Letter of Intent signing of Southridge High
School athlete and Portland, Oregon, native Nicole Rigoni.
Associate head coach Michael King has known Rigoni
as an athlete for several years.
“I remember when [Rigoni] played volleyball as a 12
and under. I coached [Rigoni] last year in club, and she
was a highly recruited prospective student with several
options for her college career.”
According to King, Rigoni grew up in a competitive
household. “Both of her parents were collegiate athletes at
the University of Montana, and her mom coached college
volleyball for several years at [University of Montana],”
King said. “[Rigoni] was raised with a strong sense of
competitive fire, self-discipline and self-belief.”
Assistant coach Janelle Allen also had the opportunity
to meet Rigoni last spring during her official visit to
Eastern. “[Rigoni] is outgoing, communicative, self
driven and competitive,” Allen said.
Rigoni earned four varsity letters during her high
school career. She also recorded 1,124 assists. Rigoni also
has 579 kills, 537 digs, 124 aces and 79 blocks.
During her senior year, Rigoni made first team allstate for the Oregon newspaper, The Oregonian. She

was also named Metro League Player of the Year. As a
senior and junior, she was honored with First Team AllMetro League All-Around. Rigoni also earned first team
honors while playing the setter position in 2011. Her
multiple awards gave her opportunities to train with
USA Volleyball.
According to http://goeags.com, head coach Wade
Benson states that Rigoni is an athlete who might get to
play a significant role right away. “[Rigoni] is a great local
recruit who plays a very important position,” Benson
said. “She is a person who is a very hard worker and
could push for early playing time. She is a winner and
we are excited to have [Rigoni] as part of our program.”
King explained how Rigoni will help the team
next season. “[Rigoni] will compete from day one for
a starting role and will bring value with her sense of
urgency and focus,” King said. “[Rigoni’s] ability to
control the [controllable], with her preparation, attitude,
concentration and effort, will show immediately.”
Allen is also optimistic about the impact Rigoni
will have next season. “We believe [Rigoni] will bring
a competitive energy and a consistency from day one,”
Allen said. “She’s a natural athlete and a true competitor
who will up the level of play with her own play and her
vocal leadership.”
King stated that Rigoni will bring a professional
mindset to the team. “As a coaching staff, we are very
proud of how our team this spring has brought a

professional attitude to practice and the weight room,”
King said. “We have seen major transformation in the
program and believe [Rigoni’s] competitive spirit will
just add additional strength to the program.”
In order to fit into the Eagles’ system right away,
King believes that Rigoni will need to get to know her
teammates fast. Allen also mentions that the team’s
preseason practices and team activities will help her and
the other new players get situated.
According to King, Rigoni will need to grasp Eastern’s
quick offensive system and understand the tasks of being
a setter at the collegiate level. “These demands are not
easy and not for the weak minded,” King said. “We
believe [Rigoni] will adjust quickly to the demands but
it will take time.”
QUICK FACTS ABOUT NICOLE RIGONI:
During her high school career, she logged:
579 kills			
1,124 assists		
537 digs

124 aces
79 blocks

She trained with USA Volleyball
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Marissa Borja made the Big Sky All-Conference Team, and she is the first EWU golfer to do so since 2009.

BORJA:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Sophomore Marissa Borja has been playing golf since she was 5 years old.

Photo by Karissa Berg

Four years later, at age 9, she started
competing. She earned all-conference honors
in high school for three years. She placed in
the top 20 in the state competition during
her junior year at Steele Canyon High School
in Spring Valley, California.
Head coach Brenda Howe thought Borja
performed well this season. “Overall she did
great,” Howe said. “Her scoring average for
the season ranks fourth on the all-time list of
scoring averages. Currently with last year and
this year, she currently ranks as the best golfer
in Eastern history.”
Howe gave her view of how important this
honor is for the golf team. “It’s been a while for
the program to have someone on the conference

team,” Howe said. “It’s not only exciting for
[Borja], but for the program as well.”
EWU golf has been a part of the Big Sky
All-Conference Teams since 1993. Golfers
have represented Eastern on the All-Conference team in 1993-1996, 2003-2005, 2007-2009
and finally in 2014.
In 1997-2002, there were not any Eastern
golf athletes present on the All-Conference
squads. EWU took yet another hiatus in 2006,
2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013.
According to Howe and Borja, this Big Sky
honor gives attention to Eastern’s golf program.
“It definitely gives us some recognition,” Howe
said. “I think, hopefully, the team notices that,
‘Hey, there [are] some honors to be won here,
maybe it’ll light a fire.’”
“I feel like it definitely shines some light on
us,” Borja said. “We’re a very small team, it definitely shows what we’re capable of.”

START ABOVE THE REST.

START leAding oTheRS.

START deFining YoURSelF.
START BEING EMPOWERED.

START FEELING INSPIRED.

START MAKing A diFFeRenCe.

START ACCOMPLISHING MORE.

START STRong.
SM

There’s strong. Then there’s Army Strong. Enroll in Army ROTC at Eastern Washington University to complement your
education with the training, experience and skills needed to make you a leader. Army ROTC also offers full-tuition,
merit-based scholarships and a monthly stipend to help pay for your education. And when you graduate, you will have an
edge in life as an Army Officer and a leader. All it takes is enrolling in MSL101.
To get started, visit www.goarmy.com/rotc/x782

To hear more about leadership and management training, please call (509) 359-2386 or visit www.ewu.edu/csbssw/programs/military-science
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